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Abstract 
In this paper we present a formal specification of an experimental ATM signalling protocol 
using Temporal Logic of Transitions (TLT). The protocol allows users to request network 
services from an ATM-Master, which is responsible for control and management in a 
particular network domain. Robust and correct operation of the protocol is essential due 
to the use of unreliable RPC for communication and the instability of the underlying 
network. This was achieved by specifying the protocol compositionally, in terms of TLT 
programs with interfaces. This permitted each component to be verified individually using 
a temporal logic model checker, which releaved important errors in early versions of the 
specification. The paper includes a list of verified properties, eg. the absence of livelock and 
correct call termination, together with their verification times, to support this approach. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Temporal Logic of Transitions (TLT) is a general framework for the design and verifica
tion of distributed systems. The design is centered around three views: a user view (called 
U-TLT), consisting of a guarded-command programming language for the specification 
of programs and their environments, a logical view (called A-TLT), consisting of a tem
poral logic into which U-TLT programs are translated and in which their properties are 
formulated, and a semantical view (called C-TLT), providing a suitable semantical inter
pretation for A-TLT formulas. Using these views, system development techniques such 
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as refinement and composition are supported formally, and verification methods such as 
theorem proving and model checking are available. Recent TLT case studies include an 
elevator (Cuellar eta!., 1994c) and factory production cell (Cuellar eta!., 1994b). 

In this paper we concentrate on the TLT user view which we use to specify and verify 
the design of an experimental ATM signalling protocol. The protocol is used to set up, 
tear down and control ATM connections in a high speed ATM LAN. Signalling in an ATM 
environment differs from conventional connection oriented networks by allowing users to 
specify Quality of Service (QoS) constraints and bandwidth requirements, complicating 
connection acceptance control (CAC) and routing. The unreliable nature of the commu
nication and instability of the experimental network in which this protocol is employed 
lead to the requirement for robustness in the face of lost and duplicate requests, and 
equipment failure. 

The goal of this paper is twofold: firstly, to demonstrate the advantages of U-TLT in 
formulating a clear and unambiguous specification of the protocol. We exploit the ability 
of U-TLT to model systems compositionally by representing each state-machine of the 
signalling protocol as a separate U-TLT program with an appropriate environment. At
tention is paid to the modelling of timers and the handling of cyclic behaviour. Secondly, 
each program is verified with regard to a variety of properties expressed as A-TLT for
mulas. The TLT toolbox provides the necessary computer-aided support. The verification 
times at the end of the paper underline the advantages of the TLT approach. 

Comparison 
The development of TLT was markedly influenced by the UNITY formalism of Chandy 
and Misra (1988) (specifically U-TLT) and the Temporal Logic of Actions formalism of 
Lamport (1991) (specifically A-TLT). Besides combining and extending these formalisms 
with regards to aspects like interfaces and fairness, TLT also provides a branching-time 
semantics ( C-TLT) which is more suited towards automatic verification techniques like 
model checking. This is an advantage over complex simulation techniques as used in 
Lampson eta!. (1993), which require various degrees of insight and interaction. Even when 
a compositional model checking approach is used, our verification times are an order of a 
magnitude better than in Naik et a!. (1994) for a comparable case study (probably due 
to a better implementation of the tools). 

2 THE EXPERIMENTAL ATM ENVIRONMENT 

ATM equipment is becoming widely deployed, mostly in LAN environments, in spite of 
incomplete standards for signalling and management. The ATM network at Cambridge is 
composed of the experimental Fairisle ATM LAN (Black eta!., 1994), earlier Cambridge 
ATM networks, third party switches, experimental ATM equipment and dozens of ATM
equipped workstations. 

The wide range of both hardware and software, much of it experimental, makes the 
network difficult to control. Incompatibilities in the signalling protocols can easily render 
the network inoperable. To avoid this we have developed a single, simple set of control 
protocols which can be used for all of our ATM systems. Driven by the need to support 
ongoing systems research, we require: 
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• A rich set of features for use by multimedia applications which demand a range of QoS 
parameters and modes of connection. 

e Low latency, out of band signalling for connection setup and teardown. 
e The ability to rapidly support ATM on new experimental platforms. 

Crucially we need to guarantee the correct operation of the protocols in an unreliable and 
frequently changing network, where equipment is often re-booted and moved, and where 
experimental applications demand high network availability and performance. 

The ATM protocol stack used at Cambridge is called the Multi-Service Network Archi
tecture (McAuley, 1990). MSNA is based on the use of lightweight Virtual Circuits (VCs). 
A lightweight VC is one which can be quickly set up and torn down, and which optimises 
for the common case- in this case error-free communication. To this end layering and 
multiplexing are minimised, and no guarantees are provided about end-to-end delivery. 

In MSNA an ATM connection is uniquely identified by the two ATM end-point ad
dresses, called Service Access Points (SAPs), which it connects. In our architecture all 
ATM control functions for each entity in a given network domain are located in an in
dependent ATM-Master, including SAP and VCI (VC Identifier) allocation, signalling, 
routing, CAC, QoS management and bandwidth allocation. It also constructs the data 
path within each entity involved in communication. Note that the ATM-Master can exe
cute on any host, within or even outside a given network domain. 

The main advantage of this architecture is that network control functions can be im
plemented independent of architectural considerations of the entity being controlled. For 
example, in the case of a Unix workstation the ATM-Master is implemented as a user-space 
daemon which communicates with the entity (the kernel) to establish ATM connections 
for its users (applications). In the case of a Fairisle switch all switch ports (entities) are 
grouped together under the control of a single master. The same body of code can be used 
in both cases, drastically reducing implementation effort, errors and incompatibilities. 

3 THE USER-MASTER SIGNALLING PROTOCOL 

The protocol used by an entity to request network services from its ATM-Master is called 
the User-Master Interface (UMI). Other protocols include the Master-Master signalling 
Interface (MMI) and a Slave Control Interface (SCI) used by the ATM-Master to build 
the data path within the entity. In this paper we discuss in detail only the UMI, although 
our work involves modelling the entire suite of protocols. 

Each protocol is described using an Interface Definition Language (IDL) which can 
be automatically translated into code which uses the MSRPC-2 Remote Procedure Call 
(RPC) system for communication (SRG, 1994). The entity invokes operations on the UMI 
to request communication services, and the ATM-Master invokes operations to notify 
the entity of control events, for example incoming connection requests. MSRPC-2 differs 
from most RPC systems in that it exploits the lightweight nature of MSNA. Operations 
have "At Most Once" (AMO) semantics (Birrell, 1984), with the following important 
consequences: 
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1. A request may be lost and never executed, requiring the client to implement a time 
out and retransmission strategy. 

2. A reply from the server may be lost. Retransmission by the client can cause a request 
to be executed twice by the server and so operations must be idempotent. 

These exceptions occur rarely, but must nevertheless be incorporated into the protocol, 
complicating its specification. Several other exceptions may also be raised on both sides 
of the UMI via an exception notification interface (the EXC interface), indicating faults 
such as link or entity failure or receipt of data on a non-existent connection, or detection 
of an idle connection . 
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Figure 1 An entity and its ATM-Master, showing the UMI and SCI 

Each entity translates requests across its platform specific communication interface 
(PSI) into RPC calls across the UMI on behalf of each of its ATM users. In BSD Unix, for 
example, this involves translating Berkeley socket calls within the kernel into UMI requests 
to the ATM-Master. On the user (entity) side of the UMI (referred to as the UUMI) a 
state machine represents the entity's view of the current st ate of each connection. On the 
master side (the MUMI) a similar state machine is used to control the connection. The 
ATM-Master is the final authority on the state of every connection. 

Figure 1 shows a single entity with its UMI and SCI. The entity and ATM-Master 
signal via the UMI, whilst the ATM-Master uses the SCI to construct the data path 
for the connection. The ATM-Master uses the MMI if required for further signalling. Not 
shown are interfaces for exception notification, routing, CAC, and topology determination. 
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As a typical example of use of the UMI, consider the steps involved to set up a con
nection between a user and a remote ATM SAP. First the user must request a SAP for 
its end of the connection. It does so by signalling a request across the PSI. The platform 
supporting the user then signals the request across the UMI. The ATM-Master responds 
by returning a SAP bound to a unique call reference. 

Having been allocated a SAP the user can signal a request to connect to the remote 
SAP across the UMI (via the PSI). Typically a connection request carries with it the 
QoS and bandwidth requirements for the communication. In response the ATM-Master 
takes steps to establish a communication path between the two SAPs, given that the 
requirements can be met. This may involve MMI signalling, and interaction with resource 
management. It will also involve operations on the SCI to build the data path within 
the entity supporting the user. When the path has been established the ATM-Master 
responds to the user via the UMI that communication can commence. On termination of 
the connection the ATM-Master destroys the data path and frees the call reference and 
its associated SAP. 

4 TLT SPECIFICATION OF THE UMI 

The task of the designer is to specify the UMI at an appropriate level of abstraction, 
reflecting important control and communication aspects without unnecessary technical 
details. We therefore make the following two modelling assumptions: firstly, since concur
rent calls are handled independently by the ATM-Master, it is sufficient to model only 
a single user and call. This also collapses the SAP address space of the ATM-Master 
to 'empty' or 'full'. Secondly, to reduce the size of message buffers, we generate every 
possible input message at each step. Together with a simple scheduling assumption, we 
now only need to model buffers of unit-size. This exhaustive approach includes 'normal' 
call sequences like SAP acquisition, call setup, and teardown, and also all 'erroneous' 
sequences, resulting from the AMO RPC semantics. 

The TLT design of the UMI protocol is displayed in Figure 2. It consists of two programs, 
the UUMI and MUMI, representing a user and the ATM-Master respectively. In addition 
to a default interface* to the environment surrounding it, each program also has three 
dedicated interfaces: the UUMI has interfaces to the PSI, EXC and UMI, while the MUMI 
has interfaces to the UMI, EXC and MMI. Each interface contains input and output buffers 
which model RPC operations with asynchronous message passing. The UUMI and MUMI 
programs are composed to model the whole protocol using a connector. In the following 
subsections we discuss the design of the MUMI in detail. The design of the UUMI is 
similar and can be found in (Cuellar et al., 1994a). 

4.1 The MUMI TLT Program 

The U-TLT specification of the MUMI is given in Figure 3. The program is structured 
into header, declaration, interface, link-constraints, initially and instruction sections. The 

*Unfortunately the word interface has fixed but different meanings in the MSRPC-2 IDL and TLT. Here 
a U-TLT interface represents a particular view of the environment from the perspective of a program. 
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Figure 2 The UMI System in TLT 

program header contains a rigid variable time_ouLmax, which specifies the number of 
time-out exceptions before taking alternative action. Rigid variables act like constants and 
are instantiated before execution. The declaration section defines the program variables, 
consisting of the call-specific state variables call and sap, link status variables umUink 
and mmUink, and manager status variables sap_manager and qos_manager. The call
specific and link status variables are local (i.e. not visible to the environment), whereas 
the managers are global (i.e. visible and modifiable by the environment). 

The MUMI further contains three dedicated interfaces to the UMI, EXC and MMI 
(explained in the next section), which define additional variables (eg. the communication 
buffers). The link-constraints section allows a designer to make explicit assumptions about 
the environment in which a program will be executed (this is in addition to the implicit 
link-constraints imposed by the environment classes of the variables). Here it is used as a 
simple scheduler, restrictingt the input buffers of the three interfaces to contain only one 
message at a time. A logical predicate in the initially section represents a predetermined 
set of initial states from which execution starts. The initial values of the MUMI program 
variables are straightforward. 

The main part of the MUMI specification consists of ca. 160 instructions glued together 
by the [) operator. For obvious reasons we have included here only one instruction as an 
example (see Cuellar et al., 1994a). U-TLT instructions are written as guarded-commands 
(----> ), using IF-THEN-ELSE for internal decisions and II for parallel execution within each 
command. The atomic expressions of each instruction are logical predicates, where the 
unprimed program variables (call, sap, etc.) refer to their current value and the primed 
variables (call', sap', etc.) to the values in the next execution state. The example in 
Figure 3. should now be easy to follow: if the call is state state_u_final (i.e. no state) and 
a u_sap_req is received via the UMI, then if the SAP-manager indicates ok, the SAP is 
granted, otherwise it is refused. 

The combined behaviour of a U-TLT program and its environment is known as its 

tThis restriction does not influence the correctness of the design, but collapses its state space markedly. 
A more detailed level of design could include a more complex scheduling mechanism. 
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PROGRAM MUMLProtocol (RIGID time_ouLmax: Natural) 

DECLARATIONS 
VAR 

LOCAL call: { state_u_final, state_u_idle, state_u_sap_bound, state_u_sap_offered, 
state_n_connect, state_u_accepted, state_n_complete, state_ u_connect, 
state_n_accepted, state_ u_disconnect, state_n_disconnect, state_u_fin_pend, 
state_ u_aborting, state_ n_aborting, state_aborting } ; 

LOCAL sap: { null, bound, active, passive }; 
LOCAL time_ouLctr: Range( 0, time_ouLmax); 
LOCAL umi_link, mmUink: { online, offline }; 
GLOBAL sap_manager, qos_manager: { ok, noLok} 

INTERFACES 
INCLUDE MUMLlnterface; 
INCLUDE MMLinterface; 
INCLUDE EXC_lnterface 

LINK-CONSTRAINTS 
[rx_um'J --.(rx_umi' = u_null) => (rx_mmi' = n_nulll\ rx_exc' = e_null) 
[ rx_mm'J --.( rx_mmi' = n_null) => ( rx_umi' = u_null 1\ rx_exc' = e_null) 
[ rx_exc] --.( rx_exc' = e_null) => ( rx_umi' = u_null 1\ rx_mmi' = n_null) 

INITIALLY 
call = state_u_final 1\ sap = null 1\ time_ouLctr = 0 

1\ umi_link = online 1\ mmUink = online 
1\ qos_manager = ok 1\ sap_manager = ok 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Y. --------------------------------------------------------------------
Y. Call state= STATE_U_FINAL and UMI input = U_SAP_REQUEST 

[] call = state_u_finall\ rx_umi = u_sap_req--> 
(IF (sap_manager = ok) THEN 

(call'= state_u_sap_bound II rx_umi' = u_nullll tx_umi' = u_sap_bound 
II sap'= bound II tx_exc' = e_seLtimer II time_ouLctr' = 0) 

ELSE 
(call'= state_u_finalll rx_umi' = u_nullll tx_umi' = u_sap_denied)) 

Y. All other MUM! instructions modelled in a similar way. 
Y. --------------------------------------------------------------------

END. 

Figure 3 The MUMI Program (extract) 
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closure, and can be defined intuitively as follows: if any of the program instructions can be 
executed (i.e. their guards evaluate to true in a given execution state), then one is selected 
non-deterministically and executed. Otherwise, if no program instruction can be executed, 
a special environment instruction satisfying all implicit and explicit link-constraints is 
executed. This execution loop is repeated ad infinitum. This type of semantics will be 
called reactive, since the program continuously processes inputs from the environment, 
based on the underlying assumption that it is fast enough to do so. 

4.2 The MUMI Exception Interface 

The U-TLT dedicated interfaces consist of an execution section, a declaration section, 
an always section, an initially section and a link-constraint section. Only the execution 
and always sections are new: the execution section specifies the way the program and 
the environment will interact via the given interface, and the always section contains 
logical predicates which hold throughout the execution of the program. As an example 
of a dedicated interface, the MUMI exception interface is listed in Figure 4. It is the 
biggest of the three MUMI interfaces, since the exception handler is a trusted application 
responsible for timers, link status, etc. This knowledge about the exception handler is 
included as assumptions+ in the link-constraint section of the interface and subsequently 
exploited for verification purposes. 

RPC, Exceptions and Message Passing 
The three interfaces of the MUMI each contains an input and an output buffer to model 
RPC communication. In the example Figure 4 the exception interface contains two global 
variables, rx_exc and tx_exc, as asynchronous buffers of unit-size. Raised exceptions are 
modelled as input messages, and timer actions by the protocol as output messages. For the 
other two interfaces of the MUMI, the request and reply nature of RPC is implemented 
as message-passing by the program instructions themselves. The protocol specification 
includes an instruction for every call state and input message combination, starting with 
messages expected for particular call state, then unexpected but harmless messages which 
can be ignored, and finally, unexpected messages indicating an inconsistent call state at 
the other side. 

Timers 
Both the UUMI and MUMI make extensive use of timers to react to communication 
failures. To model timers in U-TLT, a history variable time_ouLhistory and an always 
section which records the status of the (external) timer have been added to the exception 
interface. History variables differ from program variables in that they are only used to 
model the behaviour of an environment or to record information useful in correctness 
proofs. They will not appear in the implementation version of a program. In our case the 
history variable time_ouLhistory is used to record whether the timer is set on (by the 
message e_seLtimer) or off (by the message e_canceUimer). This is done automatically 

tThe assumptions made in link-constraints about the environment of a program should be justified in 
terms of the real world; alternatively, if the environment is another U-TLT program, they become proof 
obligations. 
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INTERFACE EXC_lnterface 
EXECUTION Reactive 
DECLARATIONS 
VAR 

GLOBAL rx_exc: { e_time_out, e_idle, e_u_data, e_u_failed, e_n_failed, 
e_u_recovered, e_n_recovered, e_null }; 

GLOBAL tx_exc: { e_seLtimer, e_reseUimer, e_canceLtimer, e_null } 

HISTORY 
LOCAL time_ouLhistory: { on, off} 

ALWAYS 
(tx_exc' = e_seUimer) => (time_ouLhistory' =on) 
( tx_exc' = e_canceLtimer) => ( time_ouLhistory' = ojj) 

INITIALLY 
( rx_exp = e_nul0 1\ ( tx_exp = e_nul0 1\ ( time_ouLhistory = ojj) 

LINK-CONSTRAINTS 
[tx_exc] 
[time] 
[umilinkl] 
[umilink2] 
[mmilinkl] 
[mmilink2] 
lfairtime] 
lfairfaill] 
lfairfail2] 

END. 

•(tx_exc' = tx_exc) => (tx_exc' = e_nul0 
( time_ouLhistory = ojj) => .., ( rx_exc' = e_time_out) 
(umUink =online)=>.., (rx_exc' = e_u_recovered) 
(umUink =offline)=>.., (rx_exc' = e_u-failed) 
(mmUink =online) => .., (rx_exc' = e_n_recovered) 
( mmUink = offline) => .., ( rx_exc' = e_n-failed) 
WF( time_ouLhistory = on, rx_exc = e_time_out) 
WF( call = state_ u_aborting, .., rx_exc = e_u_failed) 
WF( call = state_n_aborting, .., rx_exc = e_n_failed) 

Figure 4 The MUMI Exception Interface 

in the always section. Time_ouLhistory is used twice in the link-constraints: in time it 
expresses that the timer may only send an e_time_out message (i.e. raise an exception) if 
indeed the timer has been set on. Secondly, in /airtime the environment is required to be 
weak fair (WF): if the timer is set on (by e_seLtimer) and stays set indefinitely (i.e. not 
cancelled), then a time-out must occur as part of any infinite sequence of other messages. 

To see why this in necessary, consider the case where the MUMI sends a reply to 
a request, sets the timer and then waits for an acknowledge: in our model all possible 
acknowledgements are generated, some of which require appropriate action ( eg. a time
out) while others are ignored (eg. a repeated request). However, it would be unreasonable 
to generate an infinite number of only 'ignore' messages (thereby causing livelock), since 
the timer will eventually interrupt before this can happen. Exactly this intuition about 
the behaviour of timers is captured by the fairtime link-constraint, with the advantage 
that there is no need to model real-time clock values. 
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Cyclic Behaviour 
Certain RPC requests, eg. withdrawing an offered SAP, and certain exceptions, eg. the 
failure and recovery of a link, are of a cyclic nature. Such sequences can (correctly) hap
pen an infinite number of times, but from a modelling point of view they are difficult to 
distinguish from other non-progress cycles (Holzmann 1991), which are real errors in the 
protocol. Rather than modifying the MUMI for this purpose ( eg. allowing a link to fail 
once only), appropriate link constraints were added to prohibit such infinite behaviour. 
The MUMI exception interface contains two examples, fairfaill and fairfail2, which re
strict link failure messages using fairness: when the call is in state state_u_aborting, the 
e_u_failed message (link failed) may not be received infinitely often (similarly for e_n_failed 
and state_n_aborting). In total 7 such fairness link-constraints were added to the MUMI 
interfaces. 

Call Acceptance Control 
The modelling of CAC was achieved in a simple way. The environment class of the 
sap_manager and qos_manager variables is global. Initially their values are ok, but since no 
other instruction or link-constraint make reference to them as primed variables, they can 
change their values arbitrarily and independently from ok to noLok and back again. While 
this would of course not be the case for the final implementation of the protocol, it suffices 
to specify and verify the protocols at this level of abstraction: all possible behaviours are 
modelled this way, and using these variables, all the instructions of the MUMI program 
are deterministic in terms of call state and input message. 

5 VERIFYING THE UMI DESIGN 

The strength of TLT lies in the smooth integration of design and verification within 
a single framework, and not just providing verification as an ad-hoc feature. Verification 
techniques for TLT can be divided into two main groups, based on whether the underlying 
datatypes used for modelling are finite (as is the the case for the UMI), or not. The reason 
for this is that finite domains can always be encoded as Boolean domains, which can be 
implemented very efficiently as Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) (Bryant, 1992). The 
state space of a TLT program is thus represented symbolically rather than explicitly, with 
the advantage that very large state spaces can be verified this way (Burch et al., 1992). 

5.1 The TLT Toolbox 

The TLT toolbox for programs using finite datatypes is displayed in Figure 5. The Consis
tency Checker inputs a given U-TLT program and checks a number of consistency criteria 
for a given program, eg. that it is indeed possible to execute each U-TLT instruction. 
These criteria ensure that the A-TLT formula corresponding to the program does indeed 
have a semantic interpretation. The Simulator allows a user to step through a TLT pro
gram and examine its behaviour. Finally, the Model Checker inputs a U-TLT program 
and an A-TLT formula representing a property and automatically determines whether 
the program does indeed satisfy this requirement (Filkorn et al., 1994). If not, the Debug-
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ger is capable of generating counterexamples demonstrating why this is not the case. All 
three tools were used extensively throughout this case study. 

U-TLT program 

A-TL T formulas 

Figure 5 The TLT Toolbox 

YesorNowith 

Counterexample 

Although the model checker does not require the priori calculation of the reachable state 
space of a U-TLT program, the model checker tool provides this feature optionally (and 
subsequently uses the result to optimise further calculations). The reachability statistics 
do however provide insight into the size of the verification task. The first step is to 
translate the initially and instruction sections of a program closure to an appropriate 
BDD representation. The set of reachable states can then be computed symbolically by 
forward iteration starting from the set of initial states. The statistics for this case study 
are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1 Reachability Statistics 

Model #BDD #Reachable Fairness Reach. 
Nodes States Time (s) Time (s) 

UUMI (without fairness) 906 5429 n.a. 4.13 
UUMI (with fairness) 595 3172419 7.48 25.93 

MUMI (without fairness) 492 9109 n.a. 5.88 
MUMI (with fairness) 640 145644723 16.58 45.38 

Four models are listed, two for the UUMI closure and two for the MUMI closure, 
depending on whether the fairness assumptions in the corresponding link-constraints were 
included. Without the fairness assumptions, the reachable state space of both programs 
consist of less than 104 (unique) states. This was computed in less than 6 seconds on a 
SUN SPARC2. Note that this version of the MUMI does indeed suffice to prove all safety 
properties (see below). The 7 fairness assumptions added to the MUMI alter this picture 
radically: in this case the model checker first constructs a tableau representing the fairness 
assumptions (Wolper, 1985). 

The tableau can be seen as a finite-state machine with Biichi-fairness conditions, whose 
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traces are fair in exactly the sense required by the original fairness assumptions. The 
tableau is then composed with the TLT closure, and resulting product contains 145 million 
reachable states. This large size can be seen as the price for including complex temporal 
assumptions in the semantic model. Nevertheless, the combined fairness and reachability 
calculation still took only 61 seconds due to the succinct BDD size, mainly due to the use 
of dynamic BDD variable reordering which keeps the BDD representations near optimal. 

5.2 Verification of the MUMI 

The consistency checker only provides the guarantee that a U-TLT program does not 
contain any logical inconsistencies (i.e. contradictions). The correctness of the programs 
in terms of user requirements however, is the task of the model checker. 

The A-TLT Language 
User requirements are expressed in TLT as A-TLT formulas. The subset of A-TLT which 
will be used in this paper consists of the following: 

rP := rP II rP I rP v rP I ALWAYS(¢) I if;>--> if; 

where if; is a propositional predicate containing unprimed and primed program variables. 

Intuitively ALWAYS( if;) holds, if if; holds in every pair§ of reachable states of the closure. 
It is a safety operator, i.e. expresses that "nothing bad should happen". The >--> operator 
is called leads-to, and Pt >--> P2 holds if all fair execution paths starting from pairs of 
states satisfying p1 lead to pairs of states satisfying p2 . It is aliveness operator, i.e. that 
"something good should happen". 

The MUM! Properties 
Since the TLT specification of the MUMI includes an instruction for every possible call 
state and input message, the program ca.nnot deadlock and there is no need to verify 
deadlock freedom. The A-TLT logic was however used to formulate 23 sa.fety and liveness 
properties that the MUMI design should fulfill. Representative examples are listed in 
Figure 6, and discussed below: 

• The most important property the MUMI should satisfy is nolivelock, i.e. that the 
program does not contain any non progress cycles. This is expressed in A-TLT as true 

>-> (call = state_u_final), i.e. all fair execution paths starting from any state lead to a 
state where the call state is null. With the help of the model checker and debugger all 
valid cyclic behaviour mentioned in Section 4.2 was identified, and more important, 
two nonprogress cycles in the abort phase were found. These two subtle errors were 
corrected in subsequent versions of the specification. 

• The getsap property describes the functionality of SAP acquisition, i.e. if a call is in 
state state_u_final, receives a u_sap_req request and the SAP manager has sufficient 

§Due to the case study nature of this paper we will not define the semantics of A-TLT operators here 
formally. Just note that since propositional predicates can contain both unprimed and primed variables, 
the semantics is defined locally over pairs (7Jt, 7J2) of states instead of just a single state (7J). This also 
explains the absence of an explicit next operator. 
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PROPERTIES 
[ nolivelock] true >-+ (call = state_u_fina0 

(getsap] (call = state_u_fina0 1\ ( rx = u_sap_req) 1\ ( sap_manager = ok) >-+ 

(call = state_ u_sap_bound) 

[umifaiij ALWAYS((rx_exc = e_u_failed) => (umUink' =offline)) 

[sapboth] ALWAYS(( call = state_n_complete) => (sap = active V sap =passive)) 

[noleakage] true>-+ (sap = nulQ 

END. 

Figure 6 Examples of MUMI Properties 

resources, then the SAP is always granted. Although this trivially matches the instruc
tion example earlier in Figure 4.1, it should also remain valid if the specification is 
refined to allocate a SAP in more than one step. A number of similar properties were 
successfully checked for each protocol phase. 

• The umifail property is a safety property that requires the MUMI to handle link failure 
correctly, i.e. if an exc_u_failed exception is raised, then the status of the link will be 
updated in umdink accordingly. Similar properties were checked for the exc_n_failed 
exception and for link recovery. The model checker/debugger found 2 situations where 
such updates were neglected. The specification was corrected accordingly. 

• Sapboth is another safety property, which is concerned with the consistency of SAP 
status and call state. It requires that when data transfer takes place, the user's SAP 
must be either passive (receiving) or active (sending), and not just bound, or even 
worse, null. This and similar properties for other call states uncovered 3 mistakes in 
the management of SAPs by the MUMI. They were fixed. 

• Finally, noleakage is a liveness property which requires that SAPs will eventually be 
freed (no resource leakage), i.e. all fair execution paths starting from any state lead to 
a state where the SAP state is null. It is similar in spirit to the nolivelock property 
in that it would also be fouled by nonprogress cycles if any are present, but the two 
properties do not imply each other. 

Further properties of the MUMI can of course be formulated in A-TLT, but the collection 
above is representative of the requirements for the UMI protocol described in Section 2. 
The final verification results are summarised in Table 2. 

Verification Times 
The model checker needed between 0.39 seconds and 119.43 seconds on a SUN SPARC2 to 
successfully check the properties listed in Figure 6. The high variance in the benchmarks 
can be explained as follows: firstly, ALWAYS properties (eg.link and SAP) can be checked 
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Table 2 Verification Benchmarks 

Property Fairness Result Time(s) 
Assumptions 

nolivelock All true 119.43 

getsap None true 2.88 
Similar for other phase properties. 

umifail None true 0.33 
Similar for other link properties. 

sapboth None true 0.39 
Similar for other SAP properties. 

noleakage All true 59.79 

immediately if the reachable state space has been computed. Secondly, for getsap there was 
no need to include the fairness assumptions, and it could thus be checked using the small 
reachability model. The nolivelock and noleakage properties are however more complex 
and in addition rely on the fairness assumptions, which is why the model checker needed 
119.43 seconds and 59.79 seconds to check them respectively. This is still acceptable. 
Not included in this paper are the verification times to prove the assumptions (i.e. link
constraints) that the TLT programs make about each other, but they are just normal 
A-TLT properties (with similar verification times as above). 

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper has demonstrated the applicability of the· TLT formalism to the specification 
and verification of a large and complex signalling protocol used in an experimental ATM 
network. The protocol specification is complicated by its need for robustness in the face 
of communication failure, the incorporation of a range of exceptional error conditions, 
and the requirement to model the CAC and resource allocation mechanisms in the ATM 
network. TLT offered several advantages for development of the specification: 

• TLT provides a concise and unambiguous specification of the protocol and the envi
ronment in which it will be executed. This permitted the compositional design and 
verification of the protocol in an intuitive assumption-commitment style. 

• The TLT specification was easily and rapidly verified for consistency and correctness 
using the automated tools from the TLT toolbox, especially using the BDD-based 
model checker. Both obvious and subtle errors were found in initial versions of the 
specification and subsequently corrected. 

• Finally, the TLT specification can be translated directly into any real programming 
language. 
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While there exists a plethora of (formal) techniques laying claim to these advantages, the 
strength of TLT lies in providing a uniform framework that integrates the specification and 
verification of distributed systems seamlessly. Automatic translation of TLT programs into 
the programming language of choice is one of the subjects of current research. In addition 
a tool is being developed to automatically prove the link-constraints between two U-TLT 
programs using the model checker. We are also involved in verification of the remaining 
protocols in the control protocol suite described in Section 2. 
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